Graphene Q-switched distributed feedback fiber lasers with narrow linewidth approaching the transform limit
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Abstract: A compact all-in-line graphene-based distributed feedback Bragg-grating fiber laser (GDFB-FL) with narrow linewidth of hundreds kHz is demonstrated and investigated in this study. Performing as an optical saturable absorber, graphene oscillates the initially kHz linewidth DFB-FL, and generates high-quality passively Q-switched pulses. Pumped with a 980 nm continuous-wave laser, the Q-switched GDFB-FL observes ~1 μs pulse durations, with pulse energies up to ~10 nJ and approaching the transform limit. The peak power is ~600 times higher than the original DFB-FL laser. By optimizing the cavity design and the graphene material, it is predicted that fast Q-switched pulses with more than MHz repetition rates and sub-100 ns pulse durations are achievable. Such transform-limited Q-switched GDFB-FLs with narrow linewidth of sub-MHz have long coherence length, good tunability, stability, compactness and robustness, with potential impact in optical coherent communications, metrology and sensing.
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1. Introduction

Two-dimensional materials, especially graphene and its derivatives [1,2], have attracted worldwide interests, due to their exceptional optical and electronic properties [3–5]. Specifically, based on its polarization dependent transmission [6], Fermi level tunability [7], ultrahigh carrier mobility [8], broadband high-nonlinearity [9,10], and surface sensitivity [11], a full range of graphene-based optoelectronic devices have been reported [12–24]. In recent years, advanced saturable absorbers based on two-dimensional materials including graphene, WS2 and MoS2 have shown intriguing properties [25–27], and brought considerable breakthroughs for mode-locked lasers [28,29] and Q-switched lasers [30–33]. Moreover, due to their atomically thin layer topology, the saturable absorbers have compatibility with optical waveguides and fibers. In particular, graphene-based passive $Q$-switched fiber laser has been heavily investigated recently to fulfill its promise as a compact, low-cost, and flexible light source for nanosurgery, environmental sensing, holographic metrology and coherent LIDAR [34,35].

Here we demonstrate single-frequency $Q$-switching, for the first time, in a compact graphene-coated DFB fiber laser (GDFB-FL). The short cavity and DFB configuration not only increase the laser stability against the ambient disturbance but also ensure single longitudinal mode operation resulting in a low noise pulse shape and a narrow laser linewidth. Thus the all-optical passive $Q$-switching generates $\mu$s pulses in the monolayer graphene DFB-FL, with up to 10 nJ pulse energies and hundreds of kHz spectral linewidths simultaneously. The pulses are near transform-limited and with kHz repetition rates. By further optimizing the cavity structure and graphene coating, the $Q$-switched GDFB-FL can generate pulses with sub-100 ns pulse duration and more than MHz repetition rates. The single frequency, narrow linewidth $Q$-switched centimeter-scale GDFB-FL with good tunability, stability in an all-fiber robust implementation is suitable for applications in coherent fiber communications and sensing, holographic metrology and coherent LIDAR where a long coherence length is preferable.

2. Results

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) shows the GDFB-FL schematically. A 4.5 cm long $\pi$ phase-shifted DFB is written in a 6 cm long photosensitive Er$^{3+}$ doped fiber, forming a DFB fiber laser. A 1 cm long section in the middle of the DFB is chemically etched by using buffered oxide etch (BOE). The cladding in etched section is etched to $\sim 2 \mu$m, and the core diameter of the Er$^{3+}$ doped fiber is 8 $\mu$m. Monolayer graphene is grown on copper foil through chemical-vapor deposition (CVD), and wrapped around the etched section of the DFB via the wet transferring technique, with a length of $\sim 5$ mm. Details of the fabrication process are shown in the Appendix. Characterization of the GDFB-FL is demonstrated in Figs. 1(c)-1(e). Figure 1(c) illustrates the GDFB-FL when a 635 nm light is launched in the fiber laser. The graphene coated area is bright, due to impedance mismatch and stronger higher-order fiber mode excitation. Figure 1(d) shows the microscope image at the boundary of the graphene coating on the etched DFB. Figure 1(e) illustrates the Raman spectrum of the pre- and post-transfer CVD graphene coated on the fiber. The narrow $G$ peak, strong 2$D$ peak along with negligible $D$ peak suggest high-quality graphene even after transfer.
With finite-element simulations (COMSOL), we model the fundamental modal $E$-field distribution of the DFB, etched DFB, and GDFB as shown in Fig. 1(f). With the etched cladding, the evanescent field extends further out of the core, and interacts stronger with the coated graphene. The corresponding computed fundamental modal effective indices of the DFB, etched DFB and GDFB are 1.4569, 1.4551, and 1.4545 respectively.

Figure 1(g) demonstrates the lasing spectra of the DFB, etched-DFB, and GDFB on an optical spectral analyzer (ANDO AQ6317, resolution of 10 pm), pumped by a 980 nm CW diode with 60 mW power. The original DFB fiber laser has a peak location at 1547.4 nm, and 78 μW (~11.1 dBm) averaged output power. After etching and due to the smaller effective index, the peak location of the etched DFB shifts to 1545.3 nm. The small peaks on the higher frequency edge are due to the very weak higher-order mode excitation and generation. The etched DFB has ~42 μW (~13.8 dBm) averaged output power. After coating with monolayer graphene, the loss of the etched-DFB is further increased, resulting in an average 0.9 μW (~30.5 dBm) output power. The peak of the GDFB-FL is further blue-shifted to 1544.5 nm. Optical absorption of the graphene brings serious loss, which would be modulated periodically in the Q-switching. In future, by controlling the etching process better and decreasing the graphene induced scattering, the intrinsic loss could be further optimized.

By using a 30 km fiber delay line, we measured the linewidth of the laser based on the self-heterodyne technique while keeping the pump at 60 mW, as shown in the Appendix. The self-beating results on the electronic spectrum analyzer are subsequently shown in Fig. 1(h). Initially the DFB laser we adopted has a ~2.5 kHz full-width half-maximum (FWHM) linewidth. Etching induces additional loss and broadens its linewidth to be ~5.5 kHz. At 60 mW, the pump power is just near the threshold for $Q$-switching the GDFB-FL, with the GDFB-FL output power less than 1 μW and is unstable for rigorous linewidth measurements.

We next drive the GDFB-FL into passive $Q$-switching as shown in Fig. 2. Figure 2(a) shows the experimental setup. Pump light from a tunable 980 nm laser module (maximum
power 157 mW) is launched in the GDFB-FL via a 980/1550 WDM (bandwidth ~100 nm). Backward 1550 nm lasing is collected via the WDM. We measured the GDFB-FL spectral and temporal properties by using a high resolution optical spectrum analyzer (Advantest Q8384), an electronic spectrum analyzer (Agilent N9000A), and an oscilloscope (RIGOL DS1054).

Fig. 2. Passively Q-switched GDFB-FL. (a) Experimental setup. (b) and (c), Spectra and temporal profiles of the GDFB-FL at pump power of 0 mW (grey), 60 mW (blue), and 120 mW (red). (d) Linewidth of the beating, which is a sum of the Q-switched GDFB-FL linewidth (~700 kHz) and a reference (~500 kHz) at pump power of 120 mW. The dashed white curve shows the Lorentzian fitting. (e) Zoom-in of a pulse of the Q-switched GDFB-FL at pump power of 120 mW. Here the black dashed curve shows the Gaussian fitting. In panels (c) and (e), intensities are normalized. (f) Measured map of the pulses, under pump power in range of 80 mW to 140 mW. Here the pulse energy is normalized and the white dashed curves are fittings. (g) Measured beating spectrum of the GDFB-FL. Here the blue dashed curve shows the 3 dB linewidth.

Figure 2(b) shows the spectral evolution when pumped with increasing power from 0 mW to 120 mW. When the pump power reaches 54.7 mW (threshold), lasing at 1544.5 nm is observed. With the pump power from 54.7 mW to ~78.6 mW, the GDFB-FL output is of CW operation with a weak and unstable lasing output, as the saturable absorption of the graphene cladding is not obvious. For example, in the middle panel of Fig. 2(c) (the temporal profile) with 60 mW pump, the GDFB-FL weak CW output starts to illustrate nascent intensity fluctuations, at the onset of Q-switching. Once the pump power is higher than ~78.6 mW, Q-switching begins to occur distinctly. As illustrated in the third (red line) panel of Fig. 2(c) with 120 mW pump, the train of pulses is clearly observed and an average lasing power of 20 μW (~17 dBm) is achieved. Above threshold, the energy in the DFB cavity saturates the graphene, and a stable Q-switched pulse train is formed. The repetition rate of this pulse train is 2.16 kHz, and the signal-noise-ratio (SNR) of the pulse is higher than 20 dB. By increasing the pump power, the output SNR could be further improved.
With the pulse formation in the $Q$-switched GDFB-FL, instead of using self-heterodyning to measure the linewidth, we heterodyne beat the GDFB-FL with a stable narrow-linewidth tunable CW laser (Santec TSL-710) as the reference. The reference laser linewidth is $\sim$500 kHz. Figure 2(d) illustrates the beating linewidth of the $Q$-switched GDFB-FL under a 120 mW pump. The FWHM linewidth of the 120 mW pumped pulsed GDFB-FL is $\sim$700 kHz. Figure 2(e) shows a zoomed-in pulse. The pulse duration is $\sim$1.6 $\mu$s, and the pulse energy reaches 10 nJ. In such a compact laser cavity, the temporal profile could be well-fitted with a Gaussian pulse shape. We also note that in the passively $Q$-switched GDFB-FL, the pulse duration is mainly determined by the energy accumulation rate of the GDFB cavity, which is much slower than the intrinsic carrier dynamics of graphene. In Figs. 2(b)-2(e), the pump power is fixed at 120 mW, to control the thermal noise and spectral instabilities.

Figure 2(f) shows the measured pulses of the GDFB-FL, mapped with the pump power. Every bright point in the figure represents a single pulse. With pump power increasing from 80 mW to 140 mW, the repetition rate is tuned over 5.4 $\times$, from $\sim$0.7 kHz to $\sim$3.8 kHz while the pulse duration is shortened from $\sim$7 $\mu$s to $\sim$1 $\mu$s. Correspondingly, Fig. 2(g) shows the modification of the heterodyne beat RF spectrum for increasing pump. With increasing pump power, the linewidth of the GDFB-FL increases from $\sim$700 kHz to $\sim$900 kHz, fairly constant.

Fig. 3. Properties of the passively $Q$-switched GDFB-FL. (a) Pump-laser power correlations of the DFB (gray dots), the etched DFB (blue diamonds), and the GDFB (red triangles) lasers. The maximum energy transfer efficiency of the DFB, etched DFB and GDFB lasers are 1.3‰, 0.7‰, and 0.18‰, respectively. (b) Measured correlation of pulse durations (blue dots) and repetition rates (red diamonds) of the GDFB-FL versus pump power. (c) Peak power of the GDFB-FL. (d) Measured $\Delta f \cdot \Delta T$ product of the $Q$-switched GDFB-FL. The red dashed line marks the theoretical transform limit. (e) and (f) Temporal instability and spectral drift of the GDFB-FL, varying with pump power.

Figure 3 summarizes the properties of the passively $Q$-switched GDFB-FL. In Fig. 3(a), we compare the pump-output intensity correlations of the DFB (gray dots), the etched DFB (blue diamonds), and the GDFB (red triangles) lasers. In $Q$-switched lasers, energy conversion efficiency is determined by both the gain media and the cavity $Q$-factor. Because of the graphene-induced optical adsorption, the GDFB-FL has a lower lasing efficiency but a higher threshold. That means, stimulated by the same pump, the GDFB-FL has the lowest average power. The efficiency of the DFB, etched DFB, and GDFB laser are determined to be 1.3‰, 0.7‰, and 0.18‰ respectively. However, the GDFB-FL begins to be $Q$-switched once the pump power is greater than 78.6 mW. With increasing pump power, the repetition rate increases and the pulse duration decreases as shown in Fig. 3(b), limited only by the maximum output power of our 980 nm pump. Based on the measured results, we calculate the peak power of the GDFB-FL as illustrated in Fig. 3(c).
When the launched pump power reaches 140 mW, the peak power of the passively Q-switched GDFB-FL approaches 10 mW. With a pulse duration of ~1.6 μs, the pulse energy is ~10 nJ. Figure 3(d) next shows the Δf⋅ΔT product of the passively Q-switched GDFB-FL, which reflects the energy balance of a pulsed laser in both frequency and time domains. Here, Δf and ΔT are the spectral FWHM and the pulse FWHM respectively. With the pump increases from 80 mW to 140 mW, the Δf⋅ΔT decreases from 2.7 to 0.9, close to the Fourier transform limit (0.44 for Gaussian pulses).

We also investigate the instability of the passively Q-switched GDFB-FL, as shown in Fig. 3(e). We define the intensity instability of the pulse train as δP in Eq. (1). Here N is the number of the pulses, Ii is the intensity of a single pulse, Iave is the average intensity of the pulse train. With increasing the pump power, δP decreases initially, then increases back, with a minimal pulse-to-pulse intensity instability of 0.65% at 100 mW pump power. When the pump power is higher than 100 mW, thermal instability from the pump would increase δP. Spectral drift of the passively Q-switched GDFB-FL is further shown in Eq. (2) and Fig. 3(f). The location of the laser peak is determined by the Bragg grating period in the DFB cavity. When the pump power increases, the GDFB expands thermally, leading to the red shift in the output peak wavelength. In Eq. (2), λi is a central wavelength at each pump power and λo is the initial peak location of the GDFB at 1544.4984 nm under 80 mW pump.

\[ \delta_P = \sum_{i=1}^{N} (I_i - I_{ave})^2 / N \]  
\[ \Delta \lambda = \lambda_i - \lambda_o \]

As shown in Fig. 3(f), increasing the pump power can also influence the central peak location of the GDFB-FL, as the Bragg gratings are thermally sensitive. Δλ of the GDFB-FL is measured to be 80 fm per mW pump. Consequently, with a stabilized pump power, the GDFB-FL can be relatively stable in both intensity and central wavelength. In the measurement, the amplitude instability is < 1% in 2 hours. To further optimize this issue, applying a temperature controller is also a good choice.

3. Discussions

To further understand the measurements of Figs. 2 and 3, we theoretically analyze the factors determining the pulse duration, repetition rate and spectral linewidth of the passive Q-switched GDFB-FL. The effective cavity length of the GDFB-FL Lc is ~4.5 cm, thus the round-trip time of this cavity Tc is ~0.5 ns. Referring Lasing dynamics theory [36], with a fixed pump at 120 mW, Fig. 4(a) simulates the lasing dynamics of the GDFB-FL. With a τg of ~220 fs, the generated Q-switched pulses are of 2.17 kHz repetition rate and modeled pulse duration is 1.4 μs, corresponding remarkably well to our measurements. Moreover, we investigate the possibility to Q-switch the GDFB-FL at higher repetition rates. Figure 4(b) maps how the DFB cavity design influences the repetition rate, via varying the intracavity gain and the round-trip time. By increasing the DFB lasing efficiency (e.g. using highly-doped Er3 + fiber) or decreasing the round-trip time (e.g. shortening the cavity), the passively Q-switched GDFB-FL can achieve a higher repetition rate. Furthermore, Fig. 4(c) illustrates that the pulse duration could be further modulated by tuning the graphene characteristics. By doping or gating [14, 22] graphene, τg and α could be modified, resulting in control and tuning of the output pulse duration.

In Figs. 4(d)-4(f), we map and compare the Q-switched GDFB-FL and the previously reported graphene based mode-locked / Q-switched fiber lasers. Here Ref [37–42], are shown in the Fig. 4(f). As Fig. 4(d) shows, conventional graphene mode-locked fiber lasers often have sub ps pulsewidth temporally and hundreds GHz linewidth spectrally, while conventional graphene Q-switched fiber lasers have 10^2 ns level pulsewidth and hundreds GHz linewidth as well. Limited by their long fiber cavities (usually in meter level), their
lasing operation are far away from transform limit. In the \( Q \)-switched GDFB-FL, the compact cavity in a single centimeters long fiber section enables sub MHz linewidth for \( Q \)-switched pulses stably, orders narrower than the conventional graphene pulsed lasers. As Fig. 4(e) shows, for a mode-locked fiber laser, as the pulsewidth is considerably narrow, its pulse energy is limited. In comparison, the \( Q \)-switched fiber lasers including the \( Q \)-switched GDFB-FL can output orders higher energy pulses with widely tunability, which is significant for many practical applications. The comparison shown in Fig. 4(f) also illustrates that related to conventional \( Q \)-switched lasers by using graphene, our compact GDFB-FL has a very low absorbed pump threshold (< 4 mW). In sum, the \( Q \)-switched GDFB-FL, an unpredicted miniature optical laser device, has unique physical response both spectally and temporally, showing new potentials in graphene fast optics.

4. Summary

In this work we proposed and demonstrated graphene passive \( Q \)-switching in a narrow linewidth distributed feedback Bragg-grating fiber laser, approaching the transform limit. In the \( Q \)-switched GDFB-FL, determined by the graphene-based saturable absorption in the
stable laser cavity, high quality pulses are generated and controlled by tuning the pump power. The \(Q\)-switched GDFB-FL provides \(\sim 10 \text{ nJ}\) pulse energies, with \(\mu\text{s}\) pulse durations and sub-MHz spectral linewidths. Experimentally the repetition rate is tuned over \(5.4 \times\) via the pump power control, while the pulse-to-pulse intensity fluctuation is observed to be 0.65% at 100 mW pump. By optimizing the intracavity round-trip time, gain efficiency, graphene cladding recovery time and absorption rate, the \(Q\)-switching can work with greater than MHz repetition rates while affording ns pulse durations. The switchable all-in-line GDFB-FL is highly compact and robust, for planar waveguide DFB laser integration towards long-distance coherent fiber communication and distributed fiber-optic sensing, imaging, and spectroscopy.

**Appendix**

The fabrication process of the GDFB-FL is shown in Fig. 5. First, a 4.5 cm long DFB is written in a 6 cm long photosensitive erbium-doped fiber (EDF, Nufern 980Hp), to form the DFB fiber laser. The grating is written by scanning a 244 nm frequency-doubled harmonic argon ion laser across the phase mask and fiber. The phase mask is fixed on a piezoelectric transducer stage (PI, P-752.11c) with nanometer resolution. The displacement of the phase mask for an accurate \(\pi/2\) phase shift is a quarter of the phase mask period. Second, the DFB fiber laser is etched by the buffered oxide etch (BOE), which contains hydrofluoric acid (HF, 1:6) for 1.5 hours. The etching rate is checked several times during the etching process, ensuring the etching accuracy. In the etching process, the DFB fiber laser was fixed on a plastic substrate. Third, monolayer graphene grown on Cu foil by CVD method is spin-coated by poly (methyl methacrylate) [PMMA]. Subsequently the Cu foil is removed with 1M FeCl3 solution. After DI water rinsing, the PMMA-graphene hybrid film is coated on the etched DFB fiber laser. The excess graphene is cut off. Finally the PMMA was removed by acetone to form the GDFB-FL. The GDFB-FL is cleaned by water and dried at room temperature.

![Fig. 5. Fabrication process of the GDFB-FL. Graphene is grown by using CVD method and transferred to the DFB, which is etched first via BOE approach.](image)
interference. The photodetector used in our experiment has 1.25 GHz bandwidth (PD, Thorlabs, DET01CFC).

Fig. 6. Measuring the linewidth of the CW DFB-FL and the passively \textit{Q}-switched GDFB-FL. (a) Self-heterodyne method to measure the linewidth of the DFB-FL and etched DFBFL, which are of CW operation. (b) Heterodyne method to measure the linewidth of the GDFBFL, which is \textit{Q}-switched. Here the RF-spectrum analyzer has a range of 9 kHz to 3 GHz; and a resolution of 10 Hz is applied. Tunable range of the narrow linewidth tunable laser is 1480 nm to 1620 nm, with minimum linewidth 500 kHz.
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